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This comprehensive volume provides a balanced and
easily readable account of the rise of modern sleep
medicine, its history and developmental milestones.
Authored by an international group of experts, the
remarkable progress and fascinating evolution from
rudimentary concepts of the ancient prehistoric and
early classical periods to our contemporary
knowledge are covered in detail. These examples and
their relationship to modern therapies offer
neurologists, psychiatrists, respiratory specialists,
clinicians, researchers and those interested in sleep
medicine an important perspective to the origins of
current practice.

Sleep Medicine
In 1877, Chief Standing Bear's Ponca Indian tribe was
forcibly removed from their Nebraska homeland and
marched to what was then known as Indian Territory
(now Oklahoma), in what became the tribe's own Trail
of Tears. "I Am a Man" chronicles what happened
when Standing Bear set off on a six-hundred-mile
walk to return the body of his only son to their
traditional burial ground. Along the way, it examines
the complex relationship between the United States
government and the small, peaceful tribe and the
legal consequences of land swaps and broken
treaties, while never losing sight of the heartbreaking
journey the Ponca endured. It is a story of survival---of
a people left for dead who arose from the ashes of
injustice, disease, neglect, starvation, humiliation,
and termination. On another level, it is a story of life
and death, despair and fortitude, freedom and
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patriotism. A story of Christian kindness and
bureaucratic evil. And it is a story of hope---of a
people still among us today, painstakingly preserving
a cultural identity that had sustained them for
centuries before their encounter with Lewis and Clark
in the fall of 1804. Before it ends, Standing Bear's
long journey home also explores fundamental issues
of citizenship, constitutional protection, cultural
identity, and the nature of democracy---issues that
continue to resonate loudly in twenty-first-century
America. It is a story that questions whether native
sovereignty, tribal-based societies, and cultural
survival are compatible with American democracy.
Standing Bear successfully used habeas corpus, the
only liberty included in the original text of the
Constitution, to gain access to a federal court and
ultimately his freedom. This account aptly illuminates
how the nation's delicate system of checks and
balances worked almost exactly as the Founding
Fathers envisioned, a system arguably out of whack
and under siege today. Joe Starita's well-researched
and insightful account reads like historical fiction as
his careful characterizations and vivid descriptions
bring this piece of American history brilliantly to life.

Who's who in the West
Learn to design, implement, measure, and improve
DevOps programs that are tailored to your
organization. This concise guide assists leaders who
are accountable for the rapid development of highquality software applications. In DevOps for Digital
Leaders, deep collective experience on both sides of
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the dev–ops divide informs the global thought
leadership and penetrating insights of the authors, all
three of whom are cross-portfolio DevOps leaders at
CA Technologies. Aruna Ravichandran, Kieran Taylor,
and Peter Waterhouse analyze the organizational
benefits, costs, freedoms, and constraints of DevOps.
They chart the coordinated strategy of organizational
change, metrics, lean thinking, and investment that
an enterprise must undertake to realize the full
potential of DevOps and reach the sweet spot where
accelerating code deployments drive increasing
customer satisfaction, revenue, and profitability.
Digital leaders are charged to bridge the dev–ops
disconnect if their organizations are to survive and
flourish in a business world increasingly differentiated
by the degree to which dynamic application software
development harmonizes with operational resilience
and reliability. This short book applies the DevOps
perspective to the competitive challenge, faced by
every high-performance IT organization today, of
integrating and automating open source, cloud, and
enterprise tools, processes, and techniques across the
software development life cycle from requirements to
release. What You Will Learn: Remove dependencies
and constraints so that parallel practices can
accelerate the development of defect-free software
Automate continuous delivery across the software life
cycle to eliminate release bottlenecks, manual labor
waste, and technical debt accumulation Generate
virtualized production-style testing of applications
through real-time behavioral analytics Adopt agile
practices so operations teams can support developer
productivity with automated feedback, streamline
infrastructure monitoring, spot and resolve operations
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issues before they impact production, and improve
customer experience Identify the DevOps metrics
appropriate to your organization and integrate
DevOps with your existing best practices and
investment Who This Book Is For: IT leaders in large
companies and government agencies who have any
level of responsibility for the rapid development of
high-quality software applications. The secondary
readership is members of development and
operations teams, security professionals, and service
managers.

The Middle Class Or You Only Live Twice
A treasure trove of uncommon and reliable scientific
and clinical information for the toxicity and usefulness
of today's leading nonherbal dietary supplements.
The supplements detailed were chosen for their
popularity, toxicity, and the quantity and quality of
information available. Each monograph discusses the
history of the compound; its chemical structure; its
current and promoted uses, sources, and chemical
composition; and its toxicity, pharmacokinetics, and
physiological role. Also presented are case reports of
adverse effects and interactions, as well as
information on reproductive effects, chemical and
biofluid analysis, and regulatory status. Each chapter
is based on original studies published in reputable
peer-reviewed journals, as well as on meta-analyses,
systematic reviews, or other high-quality assessments
by recognized experts.

"I Am a Man"
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As the customer is demanding more sustainable and
affordable products, the supply chains have to find
innovative ways to fulfill this need. In this context,
collaboration as well as optimization methods are
becoming even more evident to enhance supply chain
structure to an efficient and sustainable approach.
While collaboration and optimization increase
complexity and susceptibility, risk management
needs to be applied concurrently. This volume, edited
by Wolfgang Kersten, Thorsten Blecker and Christian
Ringle, provides valuable insights into: - Sustainability
in Logistics - Sustainability and collaboration practices
- Supply chain risk management - Optimization
methods in supply chain management. This volume
addresses timely and relevant topics. Both
researchers and practitioners are addressed and can
obtain background information from current
distributions by international authors presenting a
state of the art research overview.

Strategic Retail Management
In Part I, Prof. Targowski takes us through the
evolution of modern computing and information
systems. While much of this material is familiar to
those of us who have lived through these
developments, it would definitely not be familiar to
our children or our students. He also introduces a
perspective that I found both refreshing and useful:
looking at the evolution on a country by country
basis. For those of us who live in the U.S., it is all too
easy to imagine that evolution to be a purely local
phenomenon. I found my appreciation of the truly
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global nature of computing expanding as he walked
me through each country’s contributions. In Parts II
and III, constituting nearly half of the book, Targowski
provides what I would describe as an in-depth case
study of the challenges and successes of informatics
in Poland. As he tells each story—many of which
involved him personally—the reader cannot help but
better understand the close relationship between the
freedoms that we in the west take for granted and the
ability to produce innovations in IT. Even after Poland
left the orbit of the former Soviet Union, the
remaining vestiges of the old way of thinking
remained a major impediment to progress. Being
right and being rigorous were far less important than
being in tune with the “approved” ways of thinking.
There are important lessons to be learned here,
particularly as we try to project how IT will evolve in
rapidly developing economies such as China. But,
from my experience, they apply equally well to
western academia, where moving outside of preferred
values and patterns of research can lead a scholar to
be ignored or even disparaged. In Part IV, Targowski
presents a bold, forward-looking synthesis of
informatics and informing science in the future.
Building upon articles recently published in Informing
Science: The International Journal of an Emerging
Transdiscipline, he presents a conceptual scheme of
historical informing waves that builds upon historians
such as Toynbee. He then considers how these trends
will necessarily force us to rethink how we develop
and apply IT. He does not steer away from the
controversial. But he also provides cogent arguments
for all his predictions and recommendations.
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Self-Service Markets
Mathematical Aspects of Computer and
Information Sciences
CRM is an integrated information system that is used
to plan, schedule and control the pre-sales and postsales activities in an organization. This text is a
manager's guide to making the most of CRM
techniques for enhancing customer service, sales
force effectiveness and marketing strategy.

Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology of
Herbal Products
The herbai medicine industry is growing at an
astounding rate. Trade group estimates suggest that
total sales exceeded $4 billion dollars in 1999. Herbai
remedies are for sale not just in health food stores,
but in supermar kets, drug stores, and even discount
warehouses. Along with the proliferation in sales has
come a proliferation ofinformation sources. Not all
ofthe sources are equally reliable, or even intelligible.
Traditional herbalists c1assify thistle and mugwort as
"cholagogues," substances used to make the
gallbladder con tract and release bile. Medical school
graduates are unlikely to have ever heard the term,
or even accept the notion that most right-sided
abdominal pain is a result of diminished bile flow.
Heroin and cocaine may not be the only drugs to
come from plants, but a practicing physician or
toxicologist might be forgiven for thinking so. In 1998,
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1264 papers were published about cocaine and only
17 about kava kava, an abused herb that is not
without toxic side effects. Unfortunately, the majority
of the papers about kava kava were published in
journals not found in ordi nary hospitallibraries. In
recognition ofthis fact, and ofthe obvious need for a
reliable reference work on herbai toxicology, The
Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology 0/ Herbal
Products was an early addition to our new series in
Forensie Science and Medicine. It is very badly
needed.

Understanding PaaS
This book, first published in 2007, is for the applied
researcher performing data analysis using linear and
nonlinear regression and multilevel models.

Cryptography for Developers
Understanding Enterprise SOA gives technologists
and business people an invaluable and until now
missing integrated picture of the issues and their
interdependencies. You will learn how to think in a big
way, moving confidently between technology- and
business-level concerns. Written in a comfortable,
mentoring style by two industry insiders, the book
draws conclusions from actual experiences of real
companies in diverse industries, from manufacturing
to genome research. It cuts through vendor hype and
shows you what it really takes to get SOA to work.
Intended for both business people and technologists,
the book reviews core SOA technologies and uncovers
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the critical human factors involved in deploying them.
You will see how enterprise SOA changes the terrain
of EAI, B2B commerce, business process
management, "real time" operations, and enterprise
software development in general. What's Inside How
SOA streamlines portal development and EAI Rapid
integration with partners Effective BPM and real time
management How to design, develop, run, and secure
an SOA Real-world SOA deployment scenarios

Automating with SIMATIC S7-1200
Publisher description

The Power of the 2 x 2 Matrix
Duplicated passages of source code - code clones are a common property of software systems. While
clones are beneficial in some situations, their
presence causes various problems for software
maintenance. Most of these problems are strongly
related to change and include, for example, the need
to propagate changes across duplicated code
fragments and the risk of inconsistent changes to
clones that are meant to evolve identically. Hence, we
need a sophisticated analysis of clone evolution to
better understand, assess, and manage duplication in
practice. This thesis introduces Clone Evolution
Graphs as a technique to model clone relations and
their evolution within the history of a system. We
present our incremental algorithm for efficient and
automated extraction of Clone Evolution Graphs from
a system's history. The approach is shown to scale
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even for large systems with long histories making it
applicable to retroactive analysis ofclone evolution as
well as live tracking of clones during software
maintenance.We have used Clone Evolution Graphs in
several studies to analyze versatile aspects of clone
evolution in open-source as well as industrial systems.
Our results show that the characteristics of clone
evolution are quite different between systems,
highlighting the need for a sophisticated technique
like Clone Evolution Graphs to track clones and
analyze their evolution on a per-system basis. We
have also shown that Clone Evolution Graphs are wellsuited to analyze the change behavior of individual
clones and can be used to identify problematic clones
within a system. In general, the results of our studies
provide new insights into how clones evolve, how they
are changed, and how they are removed.

Cash Box
"Any historical account of banking business, tech or
self service would be incomplete without the story of
the ATM. Though invented almost five decades ago,
this simple machine has survived competing
technologies, evolving consumer habits and cultural
shifts. The book unravels the machine's invention
story and reveals intriguing historical facts: How the
PIN came to be How the machine has thrived despite
massive regulation and fraud; The story of the global
ATM Industry Association; The truth about the
cashless society."--Jacket flap.

Data Analysis Using Regression and
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Multilevel/Hierarchical Models
This book is devoted to the dynamic development of
retailing. The focus is on various strategy concepts
adopted by retailing companies and their
implementation in practice. This is not a traditional
textbook or collection of case studies; it aims to
demonstrate the complex and manifold questions of
retail management in the form of twenty lessons,
where each lesson provides a thematic overview of
key issues and illustrates them via a comprehensive
case study. The examples are all internationally
known retail companies, to facilitate an
understanding of what is involved in strategic retail
management and illustrate best practices. In the third
edition, all chapters were revised and updated. Two
new chapters were added to treat topics like
corporate social responsibility as well as marketing
communication. All case studies were replaced by
new ones to reflect the most recent developments.
Well-known retail companies from different countries,
like Tesco, Zalando, Hugo Boss, Carrefour, Amazon,
Otto Group, are now used to illustrate particular
aspects of retail management.

Cash and Dash
Most experts agree that the advent of internet
retailing has transformed the marketplace, but until
now students of the subject have had to search far
and wide for comprehensive up-to-date analyses of
the new business landscape. Coverage of the recent
dot-com boom and bust obscured the fact that ePage 12/26
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retailing is now firmly established in global business,
promising growth rates that will continue to rise
globally. This much-needed book provides readers
with a guide to the implementation and operation of a
successful e-retailing business, and has been written
for students, entrepreneurs and researchers at all
levels. By identifying and explaining the underlying
principles of e-retailing and its relationship with
conventional retail methods, this research-based book
leads readers through this exciting and emerging
subject. Throughout, case studies are explored,
including: Ipod Nike Amazon e-Bay McDonald's Nokia.
With accessibly written features such as key learning
points, questions, think points and further reading, eRetailing is core reading for anyone using, studying or
researching the internet or e-retailing.

Selling and Sales Management
Implementing cryptography requires integers of
significant magnitude to resist cryptanalytic attacks.
Modern programming languages only provide support
for integers which are relatively small and single
precision. The purpose of this text is to instruct the
reader regarding how to implement efficient multiple
precision algorithms. Bignum math is the backbone of
modern computer security algorithms. It is the ability
to work with hundred-digit numbers efficiently using
techniques that are both elegant and occasionally
bizarre. This book introduces the reader to the
concept of bignum algorithms and proceeds to build
an entire library of functionality from the ground up.
Through the use of theory, pseudo-code and actual
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fielded C source code the book explains each and
every algorithm that goes into a modern bignum
library. Excellent for the student as a learning tool
and practitioner as a reference alike BigNum Math is
for anyone with a background in computer science
who has taken introductory level mathematic courses.
The text is for students learning mathematics and
cryptography as well as the practioner who needs a
reference for any of the algorithms documented
within. * Complete coverage of Karatsuba
Multiplication, the Barrett Algorithm, Toom-Cook
3-Way Multiplication, and More * Tom St Denis is the
developer of the industry standard cryptographic
suite of tools called LibTom. * This book provides stepby-step exercises to enforce concepts

The History, Present State, and Future of
Information Technology
A Requiem for a Brand
Clone Evolution
Introduction to Robust Estimation and
Hypothesis Testing
Customer Relationship Management is a holistic
strategic approach to managing customer
relationships to increase shareholder value, and this
major Handbook of CRM gives complete coverage of
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the key concepts in this vital field. It is about
achieving a total understanding of the concepts that
underlie successful CRM rather than the plethora of
systems that can be used to implement it. Based on
recent knowledge, it is underpinned by: * Clear and
comprehensive explanations of the key concepts in
the field * Vignettes and full cases from major
businesses internationally * Definitive references and
notes to further sources of information on every
aspect of CRM * Templates and audit advice for
assessing your own CRM needs and targets The most
lucid, comprehensive and important overview of the
subject and an invaluable tool in enabling the
connection of the major principles to the real world of
business.

Dietary Supplements
Next Generation Supply Chains: Trends and
Opportunities.

Innovative Methods in Logistics and
Supply Chain Management
This book examines the nature of retail financial
transaction infrastructures. Contributions assume a
long-term outlook in their exploration of the key
financial processes and systems that support a global
transition to a cashless economy. The volume offers
both modern and historic accounts that demonstrate
the constantly changing role of payment instruments.
It brings together different theoretical approaches to
the study, re-examining and forecasting changes in
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retail payment systems. Chapters explore a global
transition to a cashless society and contemplate
future alternatives to cash, cheques and plastic,
featuring the perspectives of academics from
different disciplines in conversation and industry
participants from six continents. Readers are invited
to discover the innovation in payment systems and
how it co-evolves with changes in society and
organisations through personal, corporate and
governmental processes.

Network Security For Dummies
The least understood feature of cloud computing,
Platform as a Service (PaaS), is also the most
powerful and cost effective. This concise overview
shows you why organizations that properly wield PaaS
can quickly gain a strong competitive advantage.
You’ll learn how PaaS enables developers to pursue
low cost R&D projects, lets system administrators
focus on systems rather than servers, and helps
architects evaluate new technology quickly and
directly. Many reliable PaaS providers are available
today, including services from Amazon, Red Hat, and
Google. This book offers valuable advice for
technically and not-so-technically minded people who
want to understand how PaaS can change the way
organizations do computing. Get rudimentary
examples of how to initiate projects with a typical
PaaS provider Consider language selection, feature
set, and general capabilities when evaluating a PaaS
solution Automate tasks like continuous integration,
unit tests, and builds Learn how to design applications
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by understanding how PaaS works under the hood
Discover the critical difference between scaling up
and scaling out Anticipate subtle but important
differences between traditional computing and PaaS
computing Change the way you think about security
in the cloud

Managing the Future Supply Chain
This revised book provides a thorough explanation of
the foundation of robust methods, incorporating the
latest updates on R and S-Plus, robust ANOVA
(Analysis of Variance) and regression. It guides
advanced students and other professionals through
the basic strategies used for developing practical
solutions to problems, and provides a brief
background on the foundations of modern methods,
placing the new methods in historical context. Author
Rand Wilcox includes chapter exercises and many
real-world examples that illustrate how various
methods perform in different situations. Introduction
to Robust Estimation and Hypothesis Testing, Second
Edition, focuses on the practical applications of
modern, robust methods which can greatly enhance
our chances of detecting true differences among
groups and true associations among variables. *
Covers latest developments in robust regression *
Covers latest improvements in ANOVA * Includes
newest rank-based methods * Describes and
illustrated easy to use software

Optical Interference Coatings
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As competition between value chains on globalized
markets is constantly getting fiercer, there is a
growing trend to achieve closer collaboration and
integration within these value chains and increasingly
more complex supply networks. Additionally, in the
wake of the thrilling possibilities of using information
technology and its potential in boosting the
performance of supply chains, researchers are
increasingly looking for technology-enabled solutions
for a better supply chain performance management.
This volume, edited by Thorsten Blecker, Wolfgang
Kersten and Christian Ringle, provides valuable
insights into: - Maritime Logistics – Challenges and
Opportunities - Leveraging Logistics Processes for
Supply Chain Performance Management - Innovative
Technology Solutions in Supply Chains - Knowledge
Management in Logistics. This volume appeals to
researchers and practitioners alike, who are
interested in current contributions by international
authors, providing theoretical, empirical and casestudy oriented background and information on their
research work.

The CRM Handbook
This book addresses both beginners and users
experienced in working with automation systems. It
presents the hardware components of S7-1200 and
illustrates their configuration and parametrization, as
well as the communication via PROFINET, PROFIBUS,
AS-Interface und PtP-connections. A profound
introduction into STEP 7 Basic illustrates the basics of
programming and troubleshooting.
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Next Generation Supply Chains
Drawing from his extensive business management
experience, Pradip Chand turns traditional wisdon on
its head when he proposes that Brand Loyalty is
inversely proportional to the income and education
levels of the 'knowledge consumer'. He examines how
and why brands become strategic assets, traces the
evolution of the knowledge consumer and what can
companies do to protect equity of the brands they
have nurtured over the decades. A new approach to
building a Brand Loyalty that gives marketers a
competitive edge in todays high-tech, high-stake
brand-hostile environment. The book combines the
knowledge with engaging real life case studies and
proven examples.

The Publishers' Trade List Annual
By studying the work of hundreds of the most original
and effective business minds, the authors present a
common architecture that illuminates exceptional
analysis and creative performance. 2 x 2 Thinking is
characterized by a fundamental appreciation for the
dynamic and complex nature of business. The best
strategists go out of their way to tackle dilemmas
rather than merely solve problems. They use
opposition, creative tension, iteration and
transcendence to get to the heart of issues and
involve critical others in finding the best solutions.
The authors demonstrate how to apply the 2 x 2
approach to a wide range of important business
challenges.
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The Book of Payments
The only guide for software developers who must
learn and implement cryptography safely and cost
effectively. Cryptography for Developers begins with
a chapter that introduces the subject of cryptography
to the reader. The second chapter discusses how to
implement large integer arithmetic as required by
RSA and ECC public key algorithms The subsequent
chapters discuss the implementation of symmetric
ciphers, one-way hashes, message authentication
codes, combined authentication and encryption
modes, public key cryptography and finally portable
coding practices. Each chapter includes in-depth
discussion on memory/size/speed performance tradeoffs as well as what cryptographic problems are
solved with the specific topics at hand. The author is
the developer of the industry standard cryptographic
suite of tools called LibTom A regular expert speaker
at industry conferences and events on this
development

DevOps for Digital Leaders
Cash and Dash: How ATMs and Computers Changed
Banking uses the invention and development of the
automated teller machine (ATM) to explain the birth
and evolution of digital banking, from the 1960s to
present day. It tackles head on the drivers of longterm innovation in retail banking with emphasis on
the payment system. Using a novel approach to
better understanding the industrial organization of
financial markets, Cash and Dash contributes to a
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broader discussion around innovation and laboursaving devices. It explores attitudes to the patent
system, formation of standards, organizational
politics, the interaction between regulation and
strategy, trust and domestication, maintenance
versus disruption, and the huge undertakings needed
to develop online real-time banking to customers.

Sustainability and Collaboration in
Supply Chain Management
Gray Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's
Handbook, Fifth Edition
Mathilda Hardwicke, a rebellious artist rejected by her
family and New York society, heads west to Gold Rush
California as a mail-order bride. But when fate leaves
her at the altar, she's drawn to Sakote--a fierce
Konkow warrior whose tribe is threatened by the
encroaching white men--in whose arms she discovers
a savage new Paradise and a forbidden love more
precious than gold.

Native Gold
CNN is reporting that a vicious new virus is wreaking
havoc on theworld’s computer networks. Somebody’s
hacked one ofyour favorite Web sites and stolen
thousands of credit cardnumbers. The FBI just
released a new report on computer crimethat’s got
you shaking in your boots. The experts will tellyou
that keeping your network safe from the cyber-wolves
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howlingafter your assets is complicated, expensive,
and best left to them.But the truth is, anybody with a
working knowledge of networks andcomputers can do
just about everything necessary to defend
theirnetwork against most security threats. Network
Security For Dummies arms you with quick, easy,lowcost solutions to all your network security concerns.
Whetheryour network consists of one computer with a
high-speed Internetconnection or hundreds of
workstations distributed across dozens oflocations,
you’ll find what you need to confidently: Identify your
network’s security weaknesses Install an intrusion
detection system Use simple, economical techniques
to secure your data Defend against viruses Keep
hackers at bay Plug security holes in individual
applications Build a secure network from scratch
Leading national expert Chey Cobb fills you in on the
basics ofdata security, and he explains more complex
options you can use tokeep your network safe as your
grow your business. Among otherthings, you’ll
explore: Developing risk assessments and security
plans Choosing controls without breaking the bank
Anti-virus software, firewalls, intrusion detection
systems andaccess controls Addressing Unix,
Windows and Mac security issues Patching holes in
email, databases, Windows Media Player,NetMeeting,
AOL Instant Messenger, and other
individualapplications Securing a wireless network ECommerce security Incident response and disaster
recovery Whether you run a storefront tax preparing
business oryou’re the network administrator at a
multinationalaccounting giant, your computer assets
are your business. LetNetwork Security For Dummies
provide you with provenstrategies and techniques for
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keeping your precious assetssafe.

Understanding Enterprise SOA
Cutting-edge techniques for finding and fixing critical
security flaws Fortify your network and avert digital
catastrophe with proven strategies from a team of
security experts. Completely updated and featuring
13 new chapters, Gray Hat Hacking, The Ethical
Hacker’s Handbook, Fifth Edition explains the
enemy’s current weapons, skills, and tactics and
offers field-tested remedies, case studies, and readyto-try testing labs. Find out how hackers gain access,
overtake network devices, script and inject malicious
code, and plunder Web applications and browsers.
Android-based exploits, reverse engineering
techniques, and cyber law are thoroughly covered in
this state-of-the-art resource. And the new topic of
exploiting the Internet of things is introduced in this
edition. •Build and launch spoofing exploits with
Ettercap •Induce error conditions and crash software
using fuzzers •Use advanced reverse engineering to
exploit Windows and Linux software •Bypass Windows
Access Control and memory protection schemes
•Exploit web applications with Padding Oracle Attacks
•Learn the use-after-free technique used in recent
zero days •Hijack web browsers with advanced XSS
attacks •Understand ransomware and how it takes
control of your desktop •Dissect Android malware
with JEB and DAD decompilers •Find one-day
vulnerabilities with binary diffing •Exploit wireless
systems with Software Defined Radios (SDR) •Exploit
Internet of things devices •Dissect and exploit
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embedded devices •Understand bug bounty programs
•Deploy next-generation honeypots •Dissect ATM
malware and analyze common ATM attacks •Learn
the business side of ethical hacking

E-Retailing
Pioneering Supply Chain Design
Document from the year 2016 in the subject
Sociology - Social System, Social Structure, Class,
Social Stratification, University of Poznan (Institute of
Sociology), language: English, abstract: The book
tests the double hypothesis of the death of the middle
class. Using U.S. and other developed and developing
countries' materials, it seeks to answer whether the
popular thesis on its demise is true, and second, it
shows it is true in a conceptual sense, viz., the term in
question is a misnomer, referring to a stratum rather
than a class. In the course of those investigations
other key questions are examined, such as an allimportant issue of socio-economic inequality: both in
national and world context. The study is underpinned
by an original conceptual framework encompassing
social class and estate theories and ownership theory.
This makes it possible to criticise many other
approaches to the problems analysed. For instance, a
critique of a well-known book by the French
economist Th. Picketty has been undertaken, showing
its numerous flaws. In addition, the analysis of the
middle class concept demonstrates its defects
manifest in its various definitions and usages.
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BigNum Math: Implementing
Cryptographic Multiple Precision
Arithmetic
Pioneering Solutions in Supply Chain
Performance Management
Innovative Methods in Logistics and Supply Chain
Management

Handbook of CRM
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postconference proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Mathematical Aspects of Computer
and Information Sciences, MACIS 2015, held in Berlin,
Germany, in November 2015. The 48 revised papers
presented together with 7 invited papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous
submissions. The papers are grouped in topical
sections on curves and surfaces, applied algebraic
geometry, cryptography, verified numerical
computation, polynomial system solving, managing
massive data, computational theory of differential and
difference equations, data and knowledge
exploration, algorithm engineering in geometric
computing, real complexity: theory and practice,
global optimization, and general session.
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